This paper proposes a statistical sensitivity of 2-D separabledenominator digital filters using the state-space approach. The sensitivity in this paper is represented by the controllability and the observability gramians and the state covariance matrix of the filters. The minimum sensitivity structures can be synthesized by giving an assumption to simplify the sensitivities. Numerical examples show that the proposed sensitivity is in very good agreement with the actual output error variance. and that minimum statistical sensitivity structures have a very small degradation of the frequency characteristic due to coefficient quantization.
INTRODUCTION
Finite word length problems are important design considerations in two-dimensional(2-D) digital filters as well as 1-D digital filters. Digital filters are implemented with finite wordlength binary digits on general purpose computers or with special-purpose hardware. The actual system transfer function with finite wordlength always deviates from the ideal system transfer function due to the coefficient quantization.
The problems of quantization effects have been studied in detail by the state-space approach for I-D digital filters [ 1-51 and 2-D digital filters [6-81. The state-space approach has been attempted for digital filters from the view point of frequency domain [2, 7. 81 and time domain [4, 9] .
The aim of this paper is to analyze the output error variance of 2-D separable denominator digital filters in the statespace formulation and to propose the synthesis method of 2-D separable denominator digital filters with minimum statisitical sensitivity.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the definition of the statistical sensitivity. Section 3 proposes a statistical sensitivity of 2-D separable denominator digital filters. The proposed sensitivity is derived from the exact evaluation of the output error variance due to coefficient deviation. It is represented by the controllability and the observability gramians and the state covariance matrix of the system. Section 4 considers a method of synthesizing minimum sensitivity structures. Section 5 gives two numerical examples to demonstrate that the proposed sensitivity is in very good agreement with the actual output error variance, and that minimum statistical sensitivity structures have a very small degradation of the frequency characteristic due to coefficient quantization. is invariant under nonsingular transformation matrices T = diag(T1. T4) of the state.
DEFINITION OF STATISTICAL SENSITIVITY
The actual filters can be implemented only to a finite degree of accuracy because of physical constraints, for example, the finite wordlength implementation in digital filters [2-6.8,9] . In [4, 9] , the authors proposed the statistical approach to analyze the coefficient variations in digital filters. In the following analysis, we adopt the statistical approach [4, 9] . since the statistical approach can simplify the analysis of the error variance and derive useful theoretical results.
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Derivation of the output error variance
To get the output error variance E[Ay'], we first analyze the output error due to coefficient variations.
Subtracting ( 
Relation between the statistical sensitivity and the gramians
We now consider the representation of (13) 
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Then, the minimization problem can be reduced into the 1-D miniIflization,problem. Therefore, the statistical sensitivities S i and Si can be minimized independently by means of the minimization technique in the 1-D case [9] . Thus the equivalent transformation matrices T I , and TA, to achieve the minimum statistical sensitivities SL and S i can be obtained, respectively as Ti = TioRiDiUi 
SYNTHESIS OF MINIMUM SENSITIVITY STRUCTURES
We now consider the minimization problem of the statistical sensitivity. The approximated statistical sensitivity S , can be transformed into S A by a nonsingular matrix T = diag(T1. T4) as follows:
The statistical sensitivity minimization problem is to find an equivalence transformation matrix T which minimizes S:, . This problem is equivalent to finding equivalent transformation matrices T I and T4 minimizing (30). It is so difficult to take the numbers of noninteger coefficients of (i = 1: 2.. . . , n.)
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From (34), (35) and (36), we can get the equivalent transformation matrix T to achive the global minimum statistical sensitivity S:, analytically. Finally. the minimum statistical sensitivity S A can be obtained by using a: and B as
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES Example 1:
To illustrate the validity of the analysis of the output error variance, we now consider a ( 3 . 3 ) rd 2-D separable denominator digital filter. Fig. l gives the proposed statistical
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120- Figure I: Output error variance due to coefficient variations. (6) is approximated to lo3. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the proposed sensitivity agrees with the output error variance.
Example 2:
To illustrate the effectiveness of the synthesis method proposed. we consider the same 2-D separable denominator digital filter as in example 1. is the ideal frequency response and H 8 (.u'l. y.2) is the frequency response of the 8bit roundoff version of coefficients. It is seen that the minimum sensitivity structure has a very small degradation due to coefficient quantization. Fig. 2 shows the frequency response errors IH" ( d l . . , J' ) -This paper has proposed the statistical sensitivity of 3-D separable deniminator digital filters. The proposed sensitivity is derived from the exact evaluation of the output error variance due to coefficient deviation. It is represented by the controllability and the observability gramians and the state covariance matrix of the system. This paper has also proposed a method of synthesizing minimum sensitivity structures. Two numerical examples have shown that the proposed sensitivity is in very good agreement with the actual output error variance. and that minimum new statistical sensitivity form has a very small degradation of the frequency characteristic due to coefficient quantization. 
CONCLUSIONS
